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Legal infractions pose
discipline possibilities
by Matthew Schroyer
Alestle Lifestyles Reporter

Andy Rathnow /Alestle

A party held at the Edwardsville American Legion Friday evening was the focus of an underage
drinking sting that netted 24 arrests. Approximately 20 of those arrested were SIUE students.

Legion bust could lead to
disciplinary action
Arrests from Friday's sting
(provided bv Edwardsville Police D epartm ent
Bryan D. Zalewski, 18, Edwardsville
Wade R. Hurley, 20, Bunker Hill
Lindsay A. Marion, 18, Wood River
Ryan T. Cunningham, 19, Chatham
Brittany J. Robinson, 19, Dorsey
Caitlyn S. Geving, 19, Edwardsville
Ashley R. Spradlin, 20, Riverton
Amanda M. Dent, 19, Scheller
Catharine A. Von Almen, 20, Alton
Jordan T. Hanson, 18, Bloomington
Mathew W. Koentz, 19, Glen Carbon
Katie E. Scannell, 20, Edwardsville
Corey Albers, 19, Glen Carbon
Adam J. Heinzmann, 20, Glen Carbon
Adam L. Porter, 19, Edwardsville
Shane M. Leary, 20, Glen Carbon
Dantelle L. Jansen, 19, Breese
Kirsten E. Fisher, 19, Edwardsville
Meghan N. Lawton, 20, East Moline
Ashley E. Wood, 20, Edwardsville
Emily F. Heitzig, 20, Jerseyville
John D. Bullen, 20, Glen Carbon
Kelly M. Morris, 20, Edwardsville
Alyssa D. Bruns, 27, Edwardsville

by Steve Britt
Alestle News Reporter

Approximately 20 students may face
disciplinary actions by the university in relation
to a raided party Friday;
“We’re looking into whether or not there
have been some infractions (with the Student
Code o f Conduct),” Director o f University
Marketing and Communications Greg Conroy
said Wednesday.
When asked if those under scrutiny were
members o f Alpha Sigma Sigma or people
merely attending the party, Conroy responded,
“We’re looking into both. We’re not sure y e t ....
I can’t tell you how it’s being handled because
these things are cloaked in privacy issues, but I
can tell you it is being looked into. We just got
the police report late yesterday.”
The “frarority,” Alpha Sigma Sigma,
hosted a party at American Legion Post 199.
Around 11 p.m., Illinois State Police and
Edwardsville Police burst into the “Dress to

When an SIU E student
under the age o f 21 is caught
with alcohol by authorities, more
than just a slap on the wrist takes
place.
Typically, students are
arrested and taken to be
processed, where they are ® ;
fingerprinted and have $
their pictures taken. The ^
process is also known as J
booking. A S I 00 bond is <?
then posted on the ?
student.
Students are then
notified to appear in
misdemeanor court,
where traffic cases are
heard as well.
In
court,
students are given the
option to plead guilty
or not guilty. If the
student pleads not
guilty, then a trial
with a jury takes place
sometime thereafter.
If the student pleads
guilty, the judge may
or may not add more
fines onto the bond.
A non-guilty plea
leads to a trial with a
jury.
The case doesn’t
end in misdemeanor
court. Information gathered by
the police is sent to the Dean o f
Student’s office. Sgt. Justin
Lieberman o f the SIU E Police
said the information is often put
to use.
“The dean o f students takes
that information and provides
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discipline also,” Lieberman said.
“That occurs a lot.”
Action taken by the Dean of
Student’s office is not something
students look forward to,
according to Lieberman.
“ Sometimes, students feel
the punishment by the dean
o f students is more severe
than the court,” Lieberman
said.
While first offenses are
typically handled through
the Housing office, the
Dean of Students becomes
involved on a case-by-case
basis.
Associate
Vice
Chancellor and Dean of
Students James Klenke
said he makes it a point
to teach students the
consequences
of
alcohol abuse.
“We try to take an
educational approach
while holding the
students accountable,”
Klenke said.
Possible sanctions
from the dean o f
students are listed in
the SIU E student
conduct code and
include
written
warnings, community
service and mandatory
counseling.
A
probationary period may
be imposed, where students can be
expelled from the university if more
violations o f the conduct code
occur.
The
exact
punishment
depends on the violation,
however. Klenke said this varies
from case to case, but is affected
CONSEQUENCES/pg.2

Students, police disagree on severity of racial incident
by Catherine Klene
Alestle News Reporter

Junior Theresa Layne heard suspicious noises outside
her Cougar Village apartment Friday, Nov. 10.
Thinking it was her roommate, Layne opened the
door and saw a shirtless, young white man standing in
front o f her apartment. She asked what he was doing, but
the man ran off.
Layne saw another man standing on the patio o f the
apartment across from hers where a party was taking
place. Layne asked if the man had seen anything, but he
said no. Confused, Layne called over one or her
roommates, junior Sheikera Balentine.
That’s when Balentine noticed Post-it notes stuck on
a flyer on their door. Various slang words for different
drugs were written on the front o f the notes. However,
what disturbed Balentine were the words scrawled on the
back o f the notes: racial slurs and a drawing o f a person

being hanged.
Balentine and Layne called SIU E Police and reported
the incident. The officer on the phone said someone
would be there shordy, but when no one responded after
a few minutes, the girls called again.
This time, Officer William Reed and Sgt. Mike
Wright arrived at Cougar Village to address their problem
and another complaint regarding the party taking place
across from their apartment.
The police arrested a non-student minor for illegal
consumption o f alcohol at the party, and Layne identified
this young man as the same person who was standing
outside her dtxir.
To Layne and Balentine’s surprise, the man was not
charged with a hate crime.
“They said because he was a minor, he couldn’t be
charged with a hate crime,” said Balentine.
SIU E Police C hief Regina Hays explained
Wednesday afternoon that the incident did not fit the

specifications o f a hate crime.
Criminal justice professor Kevin Cannon defined a
hate crime as “one motivated by race, gender, ethnicity,
national origin, religion or sexual orientation.”
“ There was an incident that occurred with racial
overtones,” Hays said.
Balentine said she feels the police are not making the
minor responsible for his actions and excusing him
because he was intoxicated.
The third roommate, sophomore Amanda Banks,
arrived at the apartment shortly before the police arrived.
“We strongly feel that had the (minor) been African
American, the matter would be taken more seriously,” said
Banks.
According to Balentine, the minor and his host were
arrested for illegal consumption and the minor was
escorted o ff campus and not allowed to return for the rest
INCIDENT/pg.4
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University to close for
Thanksgiving holiday
Alesile Staff Report

Many students have been
counting down the days until
Thanksgiving
break.
From
Monday, Nov. 20, until Friday
Nov. 24, students can enjoy a
break from classes.
The university, including the
Student Fitness Center, will be
closed Thursday, Nov. 23, and
Friday, Nov. 24.
Residence halls will close at 5
p.m. Friday until 10 a.m. Sunday,
Nov. 26. Residents need to take
all necessary personal items with

them, as they will not be allowed
back in the resident halls during
Thanksgiving break.
University H ousing Staff
will enter and inspect residents’
rooms, and change furnace filters.
Before leaving, students
living in residence halls should
refer to instructions given
regarding procedures for breaks.
Cougar Village will remain
open during break.
Classes will resume Monday,
Nov. 27.

Police Reports
Traffic

registration on University Drive.

11-10

11-12

Police issued Marcella Starck a
citation for speeding on South
University Drive.

Police
issued
Corwin
Fourqurean
a cita tion
for
disobeying a stop sign on Circle
Drive.

CONSEQUENCES
by other violations that the
student may have committed.
“It would always be in the
context o f what the situation
was,” Klenke said. “Often, there
is some other violation o f the
conduct code that comes into
play.”

The SIUE student conduct
code is available online at
http://www.siue.edu/POLICIES/
3cl.html.

Matthew Schroyer can be reached at
alestlenews@ßmail.com or 650-3527.

11-11
Police issued Amy Bodenstab a
citation for disobeying a stop
sign on Circle Drive.
Police issued Steven Johnson a
citation for the operation of an
uninsured m otor vehicle on
South University Drive.

Police issued Jonathon Van
Buren a citation for disobeying a
stop sign on Cougar Lake Drive.
Police issued Dawn Burnett a
citation for disobeying a stop
sign on Circle Drive.
Police issued Christine Locke a
cita tion
fo r
speeding
on
University Drive.

Alestle News

Police issued Kyle Watson
citations for speeding and the
operation of an uninsured motor
vehicle on South University
Drive.

vfeftiis onUe at...

Police issued Jamar Elliott a
c ita tion fo r having expired

www. thealestle .com
Warm Up Your Thanksgiving By Visiting us at
#4 Club Centre, Edwardsville, IL
(Next to Neruda)
Phone: 618-692-4531

Now Featuring

G reat Tanning
& Hair Care Gift
B askets Starting at
o n ly $ 1 9 .9 9

Azlec Tan

D evoted creations &
California Tan
Premium Tanning Lotions
P LU S- The latest from Australian Gold
and Sw edish Beauty
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Police issued Samantha Gill a
citation for speeding on South
University Drive.
Police issued Brittany Marshall
a citation for disobeying a stop
sign on Circle Drive.
Police issued Miranda Grizzard a
citation for disobeying a stop
sign on Circle Drive.

Police issued Joshua Vick a
citation for speeding on South
University Drive.
Police
issued
Ryan
D.
Linnemann
a
cita tion
for
speeding on South University
Drive.
11-14

Police
issued
Jacquelyn
Friedhoff
a
cita tion
for
disobeying a stop sign on Circle
Drive.

Police issued Lauren Hogan a
citation for the operation of an
uninsured m otor vehicle on
South University Drive.

Police
issued
Stephanie
Reckmann
c ita tio n s
for
speeding and disobeying a stop
sign on University Park Drive.

Alcohol

Police issued James Schmidt a
citation for speeding on Circle
Drive.

11-10
Police arrested Dylon Pelc for
consumption o f alcohol by a
minor in Cougar Village 518.

11-12
Police issued Tisha Daech
citations for speeding and the
operation of an uninsured motor
vehicle on University Drive.
Police
issued
Andrew
G erstenecker
c ita tio n s
for
having expired registration and
the operation of an uninsured

Police arrested Jeffrey Fellers
for zero tolerance and driving
under the influence of alcohol
on Circle Drive.
Police arrested Kaitlin Hayner
for consumption of alcohol by a
minor on Circle Drive.

Healthy Adult Men and Women
Looking for Tuition Assistance?
Would You Like to Study
and Get Paid for it?

Featuring
UV free Spray
Tan

Only $15.00
Aztec Tan

Expires 11/30/06

Shangri-la

Earn $400

Restaurant

-

$4000

You M ay Qualify if:

Serving authentic fine C hinese cuisines
In an elegant and modem ambiance
Located in University Point -II Center, 2 min from SlUe campus

• You are a healthy adult, male or female (18 or older)
• Take no medications on a regular basis
• Have no current health problems
• Available for 24 - 48 hour stays at our facility

Lunch Combo
...

You can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic drugs obtain FDA
approval. Gateway Medical Research, Inc. has been conducting
research for pharmaceutical companies for years and thousands of people
have participated. Find out how easy it can be to earn $$$, call our
recruiters at (618) 655-0661 or (636) 946-2110, or visit our
website at www.gatewavmedical .com

i.f Hi)¡hScho»!
LJ.........
Carter(.HoveRtl

Weekday Lunch Combo ($5.95 or $6 95) includes:
1)
2)
3)
4)

choice o f s o u p : hot & sour, egg drop or wonton
crab rangoon(2), fried wonton(2) or egg roll(1)
rice: fried, white or brown (for an additional SO 50)
choice o f plate: from 30 dishes

656-9888
1039 Century Drive
Edwardsville, IL 62025

M -R
F & Sat

11:0 0 -9:0 0
12:00 -1 0 :0 0

We cater for group lunch and dinner.
________ Shangrila_us@yahoo. com___________

North

Police
issued
Chritine
M orningstar a c ita tio n for
speeding on South University
Drive.

ATTENTION:

T

Need Ideas
for
C hristm as???

on

11-13

Police issued Timothy Pool a
citation for the operation of an
uninsured m otor vehicle on
Circle Drive.
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m otor
vehicle
University Drive.

m

Gateway Medical Research, Inc.
400 Fountain Lakes Blvd.
St. Charles, MO 63301
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Final answer?

DeRousse Counseling

SIUE student Alyx Mark to appear on
'Who Wants to be a Millionaire’ next week

DUI Services

by Courtney Rakers
Alestle Managing Editor

Alyx Mark is getting her 15
minutes o f fame.
The junior political science
major
will
represent
SIU E during
this
year’s
College Week
on
“Who
Wants to be a
M illio n a ir e ”
in an episode
Alyx Mark
scheduled to C a it ly n W i l li a m s / A l e s t l e
air next week.
Mark, a self-proclaimed
“Millionaire junkie,” got the gig
after she auditioned for a chance
at the hot seat Aug. 14 in
Schaumburg, a suburb o f
Chicago.
“It’s just so strange because
one day I looked online and they
were going to have auditions in
Schaumburg and I’m like, ‘What
the heck, I’m just going to go up
and do it,’” Mark said. “A monthand-a-half later I get a phone call

... first time I try out for
something and it just happened.”
Mark said the competition
was intense.
“I’m up against schools like
little Ohio State and Penn State
and Stanford and I’m just from
SIUE - this litde Midwestern girl
up against all these big schools
and people who have Ph.D.’s,"
she said. “It was really
intimidating, but then I thought,
obviously I did something right if
I’m here.”
For now, Mark must remain
mum on the outcome. One slip
about the results could cost her
all the cash.
One o f her roommates and
three other friends drove to New
York to watch the taping. Her
mother also accompanied her on
the trip.
“I have people that I can talk
about it with and not just
continuously freak out,” she said.
“I tell my roommate, ‘You’re so
sick o f hearing about this, aren’t
you?”’
The episode will air at 10

p.m. Wednesday, Nov. 22, and
continue on Thanksgiving Day,
Thursday, Nov. 23, on ABC.
Mark is hosting a viewing
part)' Thursday at the sports bar.
The Franchise, in Wood River,
her hometown.
“I
know
it’s
on
Thanksgiving, but again, what
are you doing at 9 o’clock at
night on Thanksgiving?” she
said. “It’s going to be an
interesting time, I’m not going to
lie.”
She said camera crews may
be on hand to capture the event.
“It’s a possibility,” she said.
“ They let the ABC affiliate
station know and if they want to
come out, they do.
“ That might be pretty
exciting,” she said.
For more on Mark and her
“Millionaire” experience, read the
Alestle Tuesday, Nov. 28, for an
exclusive interview.
Courtney Rakers can be reached at
alestlemanager@jjmail. com
or 650-3478.

KSD K ’s Jankowski to join up
as Director o f Alumni Affairs
by Nicholas Johnson
Alestle Sports Reporter

SIUE graduate and current Illinois Bureau
Chief for KSDK-TV Channel 5 News Steve
Jankowski will take the position o f SIUE Director
o f Alumni Affairs, effective Dec. 4.
“I hope to bring what I
consider a high level o f energy
to the position,” Jankowski
said.
Jankowski
earned
his
Bachelor’s o f Science degree in
mass communications in 1974
and has been a mainstay in St.
Louis media for more than Steve Jankowski
three decades.
c o u r t e s y o f K S D K .c o m
“I have worked for the
past 34 years in a business that thrives on pressure
and deadlines,” Jankowski said. “Working in that
environment has given
me
tremendous
opportunities to develop my creativity, my ability to
think on my feet and the empathy needed to
connect with a wide spectrum o f people.”
Jankowski also said he is excited about what is
happening at SIUE and wants to make the SIUE
alumni aware o f what they have been missing.
As the new director o f Alumni Affairs,
Jankowski will be responsible for developing a
strategy that will strengthen the relationship with
the more than the 70,000-plus SIUE graduates.
Jankowski also will work with the SIUE
Alumni Association Board in planning activities
involving SIUE alumni, including support for
enrollment efforts, fundraising, program
development opportunities and public relations
initiatives.

“I also believe this may be time to put a ‘new
mind set’ in place in the office,” Jankowski said. “By
that, I mean where the focus o f the effort rests. I
believe it should rest on the students ... past and
present.”
Jankowski said he hopes to improve
communication between Alumni Affairs and the
other department offices on the campus.
Before landing an opportunity with KSDK-TV
in 1999, Jankowski worked with KMOX Radio
from 1995 to ’99, KMOV-TV from ’91 to ’95 and
KEZK Radio from ’86 to ’91. During his tenure at
These media outlets, Jankowski held a variety
o f positions, including reporter, show host, news
director, program director, on-air talent and bureau
chief. Before his time in St. Louis, Jankowski
worked in Arkansas in television and radio.
During the 1980s, Jankowski taught broadcast
and public speaking courses as an associate
professor at Lewis and Clark Community College.
He also supervised the radio program and managed
WLCA 89.9-FM, the college’s radio station.
As an SIUE student, Jankowski reported news
and sports for WSIE 88.7-FM, and eventually
became the station’s news director.
Jankowski frequently hosts St. Louis-Metro
area events for many organizations and has lectured
in SIUE television production classes.
“I simply enjoy doing it, and I believe it's an
opportunity to give back to the community,”
Jankowski said. “It provides me an opportunity to
share insights I have gained, and hopefully enable
people to laugh, understand and see things a little
more differently.”
Nicholas Johnson can be reached at alestlesports@jjmail.com
or 650-3524.
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Student Leadership
Development Program &
Volunteer Services

Modules
11/28/06
Volunteer Service Structured Reflection
2:00 & 6:30 p.m.
Suzanne Kutterer-Siburt, Assist. Director
Leadership Development, SIUE
Board Room, MUC

S L D P R e m in d e r s....

Volunteer Projects
November 23 - Thanksgiving, St. Luke’s, E. St. Louis
November 23 - Thanksgiving, Cosgrove’s Kitchen, Belleville
December 2 - St. Vincent DePaul Thrift Store, E. St. Louis, IL
December 9 - Computer Rehab, Washington Park, IL
December 25 - Christmas Dinner, E. St. Louis, IL

For more information
and the calendar,
contact the
Kimmel LeadershipCenter
at extension 2686
or visit the website at
www.siue.edu/KIMMEL/SLDP.
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OUR NURSES DON’T JUST WORK IN HOSPITALS. J
THEY RUN THEM.

Combining your nursing education with Army ROTC means you'll graduate with the skills of a nurse and the
respect of an Officer, a leader of the U.S. Army.

ENROLL IN ARMY

BECOME ANARMY 0

For more inform ation, contact SIUE Army ROTC, Rm 3106 FH, 650-2500 or www.siue.edu/R0TC

Morris University Center
Upcoming Events
©ttacptLUXKBfc©
KIBgjGcitt
November 16
8:00pm-11:30pm

Relax & enjoy live performance by Paul Erwin Benjamin
Located main level of MUC

Starbucks open till 2:00am
© © S ftJ O D D
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November 27
11 :OOam-1 :OOpm

Enjoy live perform ance by K im Zrooma
Goshen Lounge
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T h u rs d a y S te a k S p e c ia l fo r $ 7 .2 5 (+Tax)

Choice S irlo in S trip Steak
w ¡B aked Potato available every Thursday from 1 l:00am -2:00pm
Located upper level of MUC

D aily S p e c ia ls a v a ila b le
Monday-Friday

1 1 :00am -2:00pm
U.

O pen Th is W e e k e n d
Saturday & Sunday
12:00pm-10:00pm

S a tu rd a y and Sunday P o s t-D is p a tch

A vailable on Saturday afternoons
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Impress”-themed event and
rounded up the underage
revelers.
According to Jay Goltz, a
self-proclaimed member o f Alpha
Sigma Sigma, the party was held
“just like any other fraternity.”
“We had another (previous)
party and everything went really
well. No one got in trouble,”
Goltz said Tuesday.
Trouble abounded Friday
night, however, as 23 minors
were arrested for underage
consumption o f alcohol. A
bartender, Alyssa D. Bruns, 27,
o f Edwardsville, was charged
with unlawful delivery o f alcohol
to a minor.
One o f the 23 arrested was a
member o f Alpha Sigma Sigma,
according to Goltz.
“She wasn’t drinking at the
legion either, she was pre
drinking.
“I remember how it was
between 18 and 21. ... We need a
place to relax and let loose after a
long week o f school. I’m not
saying drinking is the way to go,
but there’s got to be somewhere,”
Goltz said. “We’re trying to work
with the law and say we don’t
condone underage drinking, but
it seems that didn’t work out.
“It seemed to me that it was
a little far-fetched the way the
cops handled it,” Goltz said.
The Illinois Liquor Control
Commission, which participated
Friday, contracted a minor to buy
alcohol and help make the sting.
“I think the whole purpose
o f this is underage college kids
are not being served,” Industry
Education Manager Ted Penesis
said Wednesday.
“Stopping
underage drinking is part o f our
mission.”
Because
of
the
circumstances, the organization
may have avoided other serious
consequences.
“I hope they realize this is
one o f the better case scenarios ...
where there isn’t a lawsuit,
because they don’t have insurance
or anything to back them up,”
Coordinator o f Greek Life John
Davenport said.

“It’s important to recognize
that this is not a Greek
organization,” Conroy said.
Davenport expressed the same
sentiment.
“ We haven’t worked direcdy
with Alpha Sigma Sigma because
they haven’t wanted us to,” he
said.
The American Legion called
Davenport after members o f
Alpha Sigma Sigma booked a
party
and
asked
if the
organization was associated with
SIUE.
“I told them, ‘No, they’re
not recognized,”’ Davenport said.
A representative o f the
American
Legion
said
Wednesday she did not know of
any security measures or changes
that would be taken. She declined
to comment further.
Security was prevalent at the
party.
“ The legion actually hires
out the security company and
they do all the carding. There are
eight to 10 o f them, and they
card and give bracelets out,”
Goltz said. “They do a pretty
good job o f it too.”
However, around 11 p.m.,
an underage female working with
police reportedly entered the
party and bought alcoholic
beverages with no identification.
Police subsequently raided and
separated the room into people
over 21 and minors. All people
underage were instructed to take
a breathalyzer.
“ It’s never good for the
university when students are
arrested,” Davenport said.
Goltz said it was unfortunate
that people age 18 and up have
no place to go and that Alpha
Sigma Sigma is looking into a
new place to hold parties.
“At the new place, they are
going to card harder than ever.
...W e’re going to take more
precautions than ever because of
this. ... Any student at SIUE is
welcome at our parties,” Goltz
said.
Steve Britt can be reached at
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.
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o f the weekend.
Hays explained that the
juvenile arrested is now classified
as a persona non grata and is not
permitted on campus.
Balentine and Banks were
disappointed with the police
response. “They did do their job
and found the guy,” said Banks.
“I don’t feel that they did as
much as they could’ve done.
“They didn’t brush it off, but
they didn’t react they way we felt
it was appropriate to act.”
Balentine and Banks feel that
if the minor can not be charged,
then his host should.
“If there is no way the minor
can be charged, (the host) should
be the next one in line,” said
Banks. “I f it was vandalism, the
host would be responsible for

that, so he should be responsible
for the hate crime.”
Hays explained that the host
“was not aware that the situation
occurred.” However, he was
charged with illegal consumption
o f alcohol.
Klcnke assured students that
SIUE is dealing with the matter.
“ Wc will
hold
those
accountable to the extent that
they are accountable,” said
Klenke.
Klenke cautioned using the
term “hate crime,” and spoke of
the incident’s severity.
“ We take very seriously any
intimidation and will respond
accordingly,” said Klenke.
Catherine Klene can be reached at
alestlenews@gmail.com or 650-3527.

Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Editor in Chief Megan McClure at
650-3530 or alestleeditor@gmail.com.

Express your opinion 24 hours a day, seven days a week!
Polls, message boards and more at www.thealestle.com
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Student
provides
firsthand
account
of sting
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Letters to the Editor Policy:
The editors, staff and publishers of the
Alestfe believe in the free exchange of
ideas, concerns and opinions and will
publish as many letters as possible.
Letters may be turned in at the Alestle
office located in the Morris University
Center, Room 2022 or via e-mail at
alestleeditor@grnail.com.
All hard copy letters should be typed and
double-spaced. Letters should be no
longer than 500 words.
Please include phone number, signature,
class rank and major.
We reserve the rightto edit letters for
grammar and content However, care will
be taken to ensure that the letter's
message is not lost or altered.
Letters to the editor will not be printed
anonymously except under extreme
circumstances.
We reserve the right to reject letters.
The Alestle is a member of the Illinois
College Press Association, the Associated
Collegiate Press and U-WIRE.
The name Alestle is an acronym derived
from the names of the three campus
locations of Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville: Alton, East St. Louis and
Edwardsville.
The Alestle is published on Tuesdays and
Thursdays during tall and spring
semesters and on Wednesdays during
summer semesters. For more
information, call 650-3528.

Have a comment?
Let us know!
Send us an e-mail:
alestleeditor@gmail.com
The Alestle
Campus Box 1167
Edwardsville, III. 62026-1167

Student feels left-handed desks
are not the most pressing issue
I have a bone to pick with left-handed people
being discriminated against. Its not that us
“righties” are being selfish. We want to be able to
pick our seats, too. If there is a left handed desk in
our way we should have the right to move it
without feeling sorry for those who use the desks.
Things get moved all the time, big deal. The real
problem is when the tables and chairs used by
those o f us who are disabled get moved. Some of
us cannot physically move these things back.
Tables will be moved to corners and then
surrounded by desks. Normal chairs will flat out

disappear. What are the disabled students
supposed to do in those situations? We have to rely
on someone else to resolve the problem. You lefthanded people can move the desks yourself. You
don’t like that all the “lefty” desks are in the back?
Fine, move one to the front again. It’s not that
hard o f a thing for you to fix. My advice is: just
don’t touch anything at all.
Rachelle Swafford
Sophomore
Business

Perspective: Global warming
has economic consequences
By Rachel Cleetus

(MCT) - We can wait no
longer on global warming. But
if we act now, we can save not
only the environment, but our
economy as well. A new report
puts a high price tag on
unchecked global warming.
Written by a team o f top
economists and led by former
World Bank Chief Economist
------------------ Nicholas Stern,
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concludes that
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fighting global
W i l t
warming now
could save the
world trillions o f dollars.
The heat-trapping gases
emitted from burning fossil fuels
in automobiles and power plants
are a major driving force behind
global
warming.
Carbon
dioxide, the most abundant
heat-trapping gas, stays in the
atmosphere for decades, making
the Earth increasingly warm.
As a result, by the end o f the
century there could be a sharp
rise in sea level, droughts,
floods, storms, crop failures,
ecosystem disruptions, threats to
public health and other negative
impacts from global warming.
This could cost as much as 20
percent o f the world's total
economic output.
What's more, sea level

changes, floods and droughts
could displace 200 million
people by 2050, according to
the report.
The good news is that it
would take only 1 percent o f the
world's annual economic output
by 2050 to prevent the worst
effects o f global warming from
ever happening.
New technology, increased
efficiency and carbon pricing can
help keep costs low in the fight
against global warming.
Clean,
energy-efficient
production passes on savings to
consumers.
Generating energy from
renewable sources, like wind and
solar energy, creates more jobs
than other types o f power.
Markets for low-carbon energy
products are likely to be worth at
least $500 billion per year by
2050, according to the report.
Clean technology would
reduce other types o f harmful
pollution, like smog and
mercury. Cutting air pollution
could save billions o f dollars a
year on health care costs, the
report says.
Carbon trading, which has
already reached a level o f $30
billion a year, could encourage
market-based solutions for
reducing
global
warming
emissions. The Chicago Climate
Exchange is the world’s first

stock exchange where businesses
can trade reductions in global
warming emissions.
California
and
seven
Northeastern states are taking
serious steps to curb their
emissions.
In
September,
California passed a bill that will
cut global warming emissions
25
percent
by
2020.
Northeastern states are working
toward capping emissions from
the region's power plants at
2005 levels, followed by an
additional 10 percent reduction
in emissions by 2019.
Bankers, insurers, investors,
utility companies and carmakers
recognize thc big financial risk
climate change poses and are
calling for action.
With the stakes so high, we
all need to pitch in to do our
part.
Personal choices, business
decisions, community planning,
state laws, federal laws and
international treaties should all
be part o f preventing the worst
effects o f global warming.
Trillions o f dollars in
potential savings make the
choice to fight global warming
the deal o f the century.
(c) 2006, Rachel Cleetus,
Distributed by McClatchyTribune Information Services.

I was at the party that got
busted at the Edwardsville
Legion and saw what happened
first hand. Picture twelve or so
state troopers come storming in,
shut the music down, turned on
the lights, and started barking
orders, "Over 21 on this side o f
_____________ the room and
L e tte r
.
i j P , -m C

unc*er 21 on this
s*de
of
the
room". The state
goons had the
most
serious
looks on their faces, the kind
where if you stared at them for a
second, it would bum a hole in
the back of your head. If you
dared ask them a question, they
would tell you to shut up and say,
" You are literally pissing me off."
I'm o f age and I seriously felt like
I was a drug dealer handing the
police the bust o f a lifetime.
I mean, everyone there at the
party was dressed up to their
nicest. Guys were in suits and ties
while the girls wore long pretty
dresses. Now, all I can remember
is the tears streaming down the
girls’ faces as they were being
handcuffed and treated like major
felons. It was horrible.
Sure the bartender sold
alcohol to a minor. That was her
mistake. But coming in and
arresting all the minors that may
have drank beforehand is a little
extreme, don't ya think?
Now if that’s the way things
really need to be handled, then I
am sickened. O f course, someone
is going to throw in the comment
about drinking and driving. No
one was driving at the party. Has
it occurred to you that those 12
state police officers could have
been patrolling the roads at that
time and been stopping those
that have been drinking and
driving?
Or is it only college students
that drink and drive nowadays?
Not to mention that there are
such things called "designated
drivers". But hey, those don't
really exist do they? You want to
stop drinking and driving? Pull
over the ones that are drinking
and driving.
Give the underagers a little
slack because there are way more
serious crimes being committed
out there. Otherwise, it just
seems that the police have way
too much time and taxpayer
money on their hands.

-Mltor

Jay Goltz
Senior, Biology

Lifestyles

Have a happy and safe
Thanksgiving. Pick up the
Alestle on Tuesday, Nov. 28,
for more information on ELLA’s
upcoming speaker.
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Questions or comments regarding
this section? Contact Assistant
Managing Editor Kristen Reber
at 6 5 0 -3 53 1 or
alestlelifestyles@gmail.com.
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Black Friday to begin earlier
by Sandra Jones
Chicago Tribune

CHICAGO— Pressed to be
the first to open their doors to
shoppers the morning after
Thanksgiving,
retailers
are
deciding that 5 a.m. is no longer
early enough. This year, a
growing number o f them have
determined it’s not worth going
to bed at all.
Dozens o f malls will usher in
the holiday shopping season by
opening at midnight, enticing
consumers to shop through the
wee hours, while the leftovers are
still warm.
It’s being called Midnight
Madness. And it raises the
question, have retailers finally
gone mad?
Not if you’re a store
executive facing what looks like
the most com petitive holiday
season in recent memory.
No longer can retailers rely
on simply hanging a few afterThanksgiving sale banners and
waiting for the crush. Consumers
now have myriad shopping
choices at their fingertips - some
literally so, thanks to the Internet
- allowing them to be more fickle
then ever. It’s forcing retailers to
move up the start o f an already
extended
holiday
shopping
season, and open earlier the
Friday after Thanksgiving to
create buzz and woo customers.
“ There’s no logic to it
anymore,” said Keven Wilder, a
Chicago-based retail consultant.
“It’s getting harder and harder to
get people into the stores. Malls
are setting unbelievable hours for
the whole season.”
It’s not just the midnight
start time that retailers will use to
grab shoppers.
Already, Wal-Mart Stores

Inc., under pressure to jump-start
sales, has turned more aggressive
than usual with price discounts
this season. That alone is setting
the stage for massive price wars
out o f the gate.
The world’s largest retailer’s
sales stalled in October and are
expected to remain unchanged in
November, marking the worst
performance in a decade.
Wal-Mart cut prices on 100
popular toys last month. And on
Friday, still three weeks before
Thanksgiving, it slashed prices on
almost 100 electronic items.
It didn’t used to be this way.
Not too long ago, the Friday
after Thanksgiving was a time to
sleep o ff the turkey and stuffing,
watch some football and visit the
mall. For bargain hunters willing
to rise early, “doorbuster” sales
started at 8 a.m. and lasted a few
hours. But shoppers poured into
the malls throughout the day.
Then, a few years ago,
retailers decided to turn up the
volume on “Black Friday” - so
named because traditionally it is
when merchants go from losing
money, or in the red, to making
money, or in the black, for the
year. Each year, the discounts got
steeper and the doors opened
earlier, with Wal-Mart setting the
5 a.m. mark for the first time last
year.
The retailers opening at
midnight are the mall-based
specialty
stores
that
felt
overshadowed by all the action
and attention lavished on the
discount chains and department
stores for opening at dawn. By
keeping malls open all night,
their hope is to lure shoppers
away from the competition.
There will be giveaways and
sales, playing off the same kind o f
doorbuster frenzies offered

SavWhat?

Ja k e G o n t e r m a n ,
C iv il E n g i n e e r i n g ,
J u n io r

“Probably not, just fo r
the pure fact that I don’t
want to go out against
the crowds.”

elsewhere. There also is an
expectation that the novelty o f
shopping in the middle o f the
night will be an attraction.
One goal o f Midnight
Madness is to put some o f the
fun back into an experience that,
in some cases, has turned
dangerous.
There’s
been
trampling and shoving at
doorbuster sales, and some
shoppers were injured on their
way into Wal-Mart stores last
year.
Another goal is profit. The
issue with early morning afterThanksgiving sales is that the
discounts are so steep retailers
frequently make very little money
on the transactions. The initial
goal was to draw shoppers early
and keep them spending all day,
but too many customers have
been going home bleary-eyed by
10 a.m.
“It’s turned into a non-event
because the profits are so low,”
Bill Martin, co-founder o f
ShopperTrak, a Chicago-based
market research firm, said o f the
frenzied
Friday
after
Thanksgiving. “ They need to
figure out how to take this event
and make it a pleasant
experience.”
In fact, after years o f pre
dawn, post-turkey mad dashes,
some shoppers are starting to
suffer from Black Friday fatigue.
Just ask Rogers Cadenhead,
a reformed doorbuster. One
Friday after hanksgiving, he was
seduced by the prospect o f
getting a great deal on a
computer printer and woke up in
the middle o f the night to go
after it.
“I found myself armpit deep
in a crowd o f 40 computer
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MCT Campus

Crowds fill a Best Buy on Black Friday in 2005. The day after
Thanksgiving has become popular in recent years for the shopping
deals and infamous for the big crowds.

Do you plan to shop on Black Friday?

S ara R ob fNso n
P r e -P harm acy ,
J un io r
“ I usually go out with my
friends ever\' year at 4 a.m.
... it’s a tradition. I can’t go
for as long this year, but I
will be there.”

M atth ew M undy
L a t íe s a G r e e n , m a s s

I n t e r n a t io n a l

COMM U NICA H ON S. FRKSHM EN

B u s in e s s , Ju n i o r

“ No it's too hectic
...n o shopping
after a major
holiday!”

“Yes! When I
was at home I
did.”

"N o. It's too crazy! There’s
women out there w ho'll hit
you over a T-shirt!”

Sarah W
P

it h k k

h il o s o p h y

Ju

,

n io r

“I actually just find a
charity who does T-shirts
and buy 10 to 12 for my
family... I don’t really do
the retail stuff.”
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ting:
"Stranger Than Fiction ”
By Roger Moore
The Orlando Sentinel

“Stranger Than Fiction” most certainly is.
Willfully eccentric, odd in tone, it’s an English
major’s comedy, a wry exploration o f plot,
narrative, character and a writer’s imprint on her or
his work.
It’s not particularly deep, and it won’t be to
everyone’s taste. But this whimsical character study
is sunny, silly and worth the ride - if for nothing
else, showing us that Will Ferrell can make even the
straightest character funny
Harold Crick (Ferrell) is a dull-as-dishwater
IRS auditor who is all about efficiency and
numbers. He times his every move, counts the
strokes as he’s brushing his teeth and can multiply
enormous sums in his head.
He’s alone. He’s not loved. He is, after all, the
tax man. People such as the winsome, left}' taxprotesting baker he’s auditing, Anna Pascal
(Maggie Gyllenhaal), cannot stand him.
But he has this new wristwatch. And it’s not
just a product placement ad for Timex. It will be, a
voice in Harold’s head says, “the catalyst for an
entirely new life.”
He’s not told this. He overhears it. It’s
narration, the story of his life, coming from the
mouth o f a writer, played by Emma Thompson.
Harold must come to grips with having his life
story narrated, smugly commented on, and faindy
mocked by a woman he cannot see, a voice that
only he hears.
After yelling “SHUT U P!” into the cosmos a
few times, he sets out to find help.
The shrink (Oscar-winner Linda Hunt)
suggests “schizophrenia” and “medication.”
And when Harold rejects both, she sends him
to a narrative theorist (Oscar-winner Dustin
Hoffman).
Maybe it’s because he’s an academic, indulgent
o f pretty much any notion, no matter how far
fetched. Maybe it’s because Harold is a bit frantic.
He has, after all, heard that “little did he know” he

was about to die.
But maybe i f s because Professor Hilbert is the
world’s foremost expert on “Little did he know.”
They set out to figure out if Harold has anything
to worry about, if he’s living a tragedy or a comedy.
“Tragedy, you die,” Hilbert deadpans.
“Comedy, you get hitched.”
Meanwhile, the narrator has problems o f her
own. She’s a famous novelist suffering writer’s
block. Thompson turns this woman into a chain
smoking wreck, a creative spirit grasping at
inspiration wherever she can find it.
Marc Forster (“Finding Neverland” ), working
from a script by actor-turned-screenwriter Zach
Helm, cleverly uses graphics to illustrate Harold’s
counting and efficiency obsessions. The tone o f the
movie feels off, with funny characters and smart
dialogue all played out under the pall o f Harold’s
“little did he know” fate.
Ferrell doesn’t beg for laughs. He lets them
come to him, allowing the character and Ferrell’s
own shticky reputation do the heavy lifting. I f s a
little like Jim Carrey’s turn in “The Truman Show,”
more sweet than silly.
Thompson and Hoffman give their characters
a heavy dose of droll, which works.
“Stranger Than Fiction” reminds us that we
are all the stars o f the little tragedies, farces and
melodramas o f our lives. It’s high-minded enough
to reference “Remembrance of Things Past,” to
define the source o f Harold’s voice as a “third
person omniscient” narrator, and low enough to
giggle at naked old men in a university shower
room.
In other words, if you’re looking for “Old
School 2,” you’re going to be disappointed. But
embrace its vibe and make yourself open to its
heart, and Ferrell and company will surprise you.
Stranger things have happened.

E x t r e m e K a r a o k e : Show o ff singing skills from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. Friday at Scott and Beverly’s Som e Other Place in St. Louis.
For more information, call (314) 544-8180.
N u t c r a c k e r B a l l e t : V iew Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker Ballet
presented by the Belleville Philharmonic Orchestra and School o f
Ballet from 7 :30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday and 1:30 to 5 p.m.
Sunday at the Belleville Scottish Rite Cathedral. Tickets cost
$15. For more information, call 234-8079 or 277-1373 or go to
www.bellphil.com.
S t . L o u i s M a g a z i n e ’ s T o p S i n g le s B a s h : Socialize with
the Top Singles featured in St. Louis M agazine’s N ovem ber Issue
from 7 p.m. to midnight Wednesday at Chase Park Plaza in St.
Louis. The music and food will be just as sophisticated as the
guests. Tickets can be bought for $25 in advance on
www.stlouismag.com or $30 at the door. For more information,
contact Meghan at (314)918-3002 or m riley@ sdm ag.com .
N ir v a n a T r i b u t e : Rock out to Lithium : A Tribute to Nirvana
at 7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 23, at Pop’s in Sauget, near St. Louis.
Tickets are $10 and may be bought in advance at
www.ticketmaster.com/venue/49681 or at the door. For more
information, call (618)274-6720 or go to www.popsrocks.com .
W ild L i g h t s : Wander through St. Louis Z oo ’s winter
wonderland Wild Lights display from 5 :3 0 to 8 :3 0 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 24, and Friday, Nov. 25. Enjoy the beautiful
displays as well as activities like fireside storytelling, making
winter luminaries and interacting with costumed characters. For
more
inform ation,
go
to
w w w .s tlz o o .o r g /e v e n ts /c a le n d a r o fe v e n ts /w ild lig h ts .h tm .
S p a m a lo t : Laugh you rself silly watching “ Spam alot,” a
Broadway hit that the N ew Yorker raves is a “no-holds-barred
smash.” Spamalot will show everyday until Sunday, Nov. 2 6 , at
Fox Theater. For more information, call (314) 534-1678 or go
to www.fabulousfox.com .

STRANGER THAN FICTION
4 stars (out o f 5)
'a l l i e

(c) 2006, The Orlando Sentinel (Fla.).
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enthusiasts trying to get a cheap
printer, none o f us having bathed
before the sale,” said Cadenhead,
39, o f St. Augustine, Fla. “I
decided I’d rather pay a higher
price. Every year it gets crazier.
Last year, people were throwing
VCRs at each other. I don’t want
to tell my kids that their mom
was killed by a $29.99 flying
VCR.”
Each Thanksgiving, after
the dishes are washed and the
leftovers are packed away, Faye
Palmer-Davis o f Chicago sits
down with the newspaper
circulars to plot a strategy for
going after die Friday doorbuster
deals.
The self-described power
shopper rises by 3:30 the next
morning, puts on her warmest
clothes and heads to the mall to
stand in line with scores o f
bargain hunters hungry for earlybird specials on everything from
plasma TVs to flannel shirts.

This year, Palmer-Davis, 50,
is primed not to go to sleep at all
and show up at the mall at
midnight.
“I like that idea much
better,” said Palmer-Davis. “ We
all gather at my mom’s for
Thanksgiving dinner and we can
leave when the dishes are done.”
General Growth Properties,
a Chicago-based mall operator,
plans to open seven o f its malls at
1 a.m. this year.
General Growth tested its
Rockin’ Shoppin’ Eve concept
last year at four malls. More than
half o f the retailers in those malls
participated and, depending on
the location, 10,000 to 35,000
shoppers showed up.
“We were surprised at how
many people actually came out at
1 in the morning,” said Jenny
Forst,
vice
president
of
marketing for General Growth in
Atlanta. “When there is a lot of
competition, it’s difficult to

break through the clutter.
Anyone can stand in lines at the
big boxes for early openings for
the Black Friday specials. We
wanted to make it really fun.”
Almost 9 out o f 10 shoppers
made a purchase that night and
many spent, on average, onethird o f their holiday shopping
budgets, according to Forst,
based on surveys the mall
conducted that evening. The
event held particular sway with
parents who were able to shop
without their kids for toys.
Chelsea Property Group,
outlet mall arm o f Simon
Property Group, plans to open
25 malls at midnight this year.
And Prime Retail, a Baltimorebased mall operator, also plans to
open a dozen o f its outlet malls
at midnight.
(c) 2006, Chicago Tribune.
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"1 listen to mostly country and
what's on the radio."

S o n g T itle

A r tis t

A lb u m

1

“Lips of an Angel”

Hinder

“Extreme Behavior"

2

“Far Away”

Nickelback

“All the Right Reasons”

3

“Chasing Cars”

Snowpatrol

“Eyes Open”

4

“Too Little Too Late”

JoJo

“Our Frisco”

5

“High”

James Blunt

“James Blunt”

6

“1 Know You See It”

Yung Joe

“ New Joe City”

7

“Money Maker”

Ludacris

“Release Therapy”

8

“Pulling Me Back”

Chingy

“Hoodstar”

9

“Better Together”

Jack Johnson

“In Between Dreams”

Keith Urban

“Be Here’’

1 0 “Making Memories of Us”

orts

Wrestling vs. Missouri Baptist - Thursday, 7 p.m.
Women’s Basketball vs. Fontbonne - Saturday, 1 p.m.
Men’s Basketball vs. Harris-Stowe - Saturday, 3 p.m.
Wrestling @ Mizzou Open - Sunday

Questions or comments regarding this section?
Contact Sports Editor Matthew Bruce at
650-3524 or alestlesports@gmail.com.

www. thealestle.com
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Hockey club melting ice
by Nicholas Johnson
Alestle Sports Reporter

The SIUE Cougar hockey
team is off to a roaring start,
winning 10 o f its first 12 games
o f the season, placing it fifth in
die nation in points.
“ We’ve
had
four
championship seasons in a row,”
SIUE Hockey Head Coach Larry
Thatcher said, “Last year’s
experience solidified in their
minds that they are worthy
hockey players and form a
worthy hockey team.”
SIU E , last year’s MidAmerica Collegiate Hockey
Association Champions, began
the season with Gold Division
rival Marquette University.
The Cougars shutout MU 6-0
in the team’s season opener with
the help o f reigning SIU E Club
Athlete o f the Year and senior
center Jason Walker, who netted
two goals and freshman winger
Daniel Guarino, who added a
pair. Senior goaltender Casey
Kicielinski stopped 31 o f 32
shots on goal.

SIUE came back with a 12-1
shellacking the following night,
with senior center Matt Kaiser
scoring four goals while Walker
and freshman winger Michael
Dolan added two apiece.
“ We’re sticking to our
gameplan,” SIUE junior goalie
Casey Kicielinski said. “ We’re not
straying away with everybody
playing as individuals. It seems
like this year, we’re just a very
well-rounded team and everybody
is working hard.”
SIUE posted back-to-back
shutouts o f Bradley University, 60 and 3-0. Senior winger Austin
Jones played a large role in the 60 win, netting two goals and an
assist. Walker added a goal and an
assist in the second game.
Thatcher said the team’s
goals include making it to
regionals, finishing in the top 10
in the nation and winning
another MACHA championship.
Kicielinski echoed the same
sentiments.
“Last year, we got a taste of
regionals. We know what the
whole
platform
is
like,”

Kicielinski said. “I think this year,
we have the team and the ability
to possibly take it to the next
level.
“It’s pretty much don’t be
scared on a bigger stage like
that,” he added. “The game’s the
same. It’s still a hockey game
between two teams. Just because
they’re
Michigan
State
(University) doesn’t make it any
different.”
SIU E
continued
their
winning ways against the
University o f Iowa, soundly
defeating the Hawkeyes 7-1 and
9-0. Walker connected for a hat
trick and two assists while
goaltender Kicielinski stopped 42
o f 43 shots on goal in game one.
In
game
two,
freshman
defenseman
Ryan
Salmon
completed a hat trick while
adding an assist. Kicielinski
stopped all 28 shots on goal.
The Cougars topped off an
eight-game winning streak with
10-5 and 8-5 victories against
Robert
Morris
College Springfield.
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Courtesy o f siuehockey.com

SIUE senior center Jason Walker skates across the ice during the
Cougars’ 6-0 shutout victory over Bradley University Friday, Oct. 13
at the East Alton Ice Arena in East Alton. Walker is SlUE’s leading
scorer with 15 goals, 13 assists and 28 points so far this season.

Say goodbye to the nice guy
by Matthew Bruce
Alestle Sports Editor

“ The Biggest Loser” ... “Celebrity Fit
Club” ... “Extreme Makeover.”
Society’s obsession with losing weight
and achieving the ideal body image has
invaded the mascot world and SlU E ’s
Cory the Cougar has joined the mix.
Cory wants a makeover. The 7-foot,
240-pound mascot wants to shed some

SIUE mascot gets lean and mean
pounds and become a bad boy.
“He wants to change his image
because he was just kind o f there,” said
SIUE Spirit Squad Head Coach Scott
Layher, who acts as Cory’s handler. “He
was that nice Cougar. Now he wants to be
mean and aggressive.”

that’s all about to change, Layher said.
“H e’s going through kind o f like an
identity crisis right now,” Layher said. “In
the past he’s been - I’m not going to say
round - but he’s been flabby. He doesn’t
have muscle. He’s been on a workout
program during the off-season and it’s

“He wants to change his image...
He was that nice Cougar. Now he wants
to be mean and aggressive.”
-Scott Layher, on Cory the Cougar
SIUE Spirit Squad Head Coach
The 22-year-old wild cat - that’s
seven in human years, according to
Layher - has been a fluffy, lovable
fixture at SIU E basketball,
volleyball and soccer games for
the past decade. But

Katy Hartwfg/Alestle

SIUE mascot Cory the Cougar lays in a pile of basketball at the Vadalabene Center
Wednesday. Cory will unveil his “super-secret signature move” later on this season.

started to take shape here. His chest has
gotten pretty big, but now we’ve got to
work on the arms.
“H e’s doing pretty' good, but he’s still
not there yet,” Layher added. “By the end
o f the basketball season he’ll be there
though.”
N ot only that, the cougar also wants
to change his name... again.
“H e doesn’t know if he wants to be
called Cory anymore,” Layher said. “He’s
trying to think o f a new name.”
Cory used to go by the moniker o f
Theodore.
Layher said the changes came about
after talks with S lU E ’s athletics
department. SIUE students with ideas for
Cory’s new name can e-mail suggestions
to Layher at slayher@siue.edu.

The Cougar became SlU E ’s official
mascot after the school held an election in
1967. During the university’s development,
a construction worker claimed to have
seen a cougar on campus.
SIUE housed two live cougars - first
Chimega and then Kyna - in the back o f
the University Center from 1968 to 1985.
The university unveiled its stuffed
version o f the mascot about 10 years ago.
Layher said Cory has made his presence
felt in recent seasons.
“He’s really taken on a life o f his own
the last three years,” Layher said. “He
brings energy and a passion for basketball.
He brings the embodiment o f what it is to
be a Cougar because he is a cougar.
“Basically he’s just there to get the
crowd going,” he added. “ (To) do
whatever it takes to get the energy.”
This season, Cory will be unveiling
his “super-secret signature move.” Layher
wouldn’t elaborate on the move but said
that Cory is currendy developing it.
Other than that, Cory will be back on
the court and up to his usual antics this
basketball season, amusing SIU E fans and
spreading excitement.
“Most little kids love Cory, until he
gets mean, ” Layher said. “ We’re trying to
get him mean and aggressive. Who knows
if the kids are going to like him then.”
Cory is generally mysterious, but he
has been known to make random
appearances on campus. He’s also been
known to play a lot o f video games in his
spare time. That is when he’s not catching
a catnap.
“I’m hard to find because usually I’ll
be in different places trying to sleep,” Cory

MASCOT/pg. 10
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SIUE strongmen suit up for Sin City
by Mallory Hensley
A le s t le S p o r t s S t r in g e r

In their first big event o f the
year, select members o f the SIUE
power lifting club team are going
to test their luck in Las Vegas this
weekend. Four o f the 13 team
members are gearing up to
compete
in
the
World
Championships, put together and
sponsored
by
the
World
Association o f Bench and Dead
Lifters.
In order to qualify for the
World Championships, an athlete
must place in the top three o f any
weight class o f a W ABDL
competition throughout the year.
SIUE has four lifters who have
done so. Powerlifting Club
President Matt Cole will join
teammates Matt Bell, Erica
Haislar and Josh Reyes in
attempting to stand out o f the
crowd at such an important

Powerlifting Club heads to Las Vegas
for World Championships Sunday
event.
“ We compete on Sunday. It
is just one day o f competition for
us.
Over
the
weeklong
tournament, they will have
around 800 lifters. Everyone
competes in different divisions,
broken down by age and weight,”
Cole said. “Everybody we are
sending out there have at least a
state record to their name.”
Each athlete gets three lifts.
Should someone miss his or her
first two attempts, a third
attempt will not be granted.
Timing and focus is critical. All
four of the qualifying Cougars
know what it takes to succeed. In
addition to holding lifting

records in the state o f Illinois,
Cole and Haislar hold world
records.
“Matt Cole might break the
world record o f benching 573
pounds. He is a really talented
lifter - extremely gifted. I would
not be surprised at all if he lifted
over 573,” Bell, a third-year
dental school student, said.
“Erica is amazing, too. She is
going to be both bench pressing
and dead lifting. Every time she
lifts, she seems to set a new
record in the bench press. She
keeps breaking her own records.
We are not even close to finding
the limits o f what she can do yet.
She is probably going to bench

240 pounds or so, and she only
weighs about 130 pounds. It’s
really amazing.”
The power lifting team has
doubled in size from last season.
Seven additional athletes joined
last year’s six in training this year.
The team is close-knit and
supportive o f each other.
Practices take place every Sunday,
when the lifters have a chance to
offer suggestions and encouragement
to their teammates.
“Matt Bell and I have been
on this team for about the same
amount o f time. He is one o f the
most consistent lifters I have ever
worked with. He is always
striving to improve, and working

hard to reach his goals,” Haislar
said. “He seems to enjoy the
sport and never gives up. He has
been quite a motivator for me.
He’s very inspirational, and he is
a good friend and a good lifting
partner.”
Rounding out the fearsome
foursome is Reyes. Reyes has
made three appearances to the
World Championships in the
past, and is looking to do big
things at his final stab.
“Josh is a trip. He is a riot in
the gym, but he’s always
dedicated,” Haislar said. “H e’s
always on a quest to find the one
workout that is going to work
out just a litde bit better. There is
never a dull moment when you’re
working out with Josh.”
Aside from providing the
comic relief, Reyes packs a big
punch in the dead lifting
LAS VEGAS/pg. 10

SIUE Intercollegiate Athletic Task Force sets up Facebook group
Alestle Staff Report

The Intercollegiate Athletic
Task Force has set up a group on
Facebook, seeking feedback for
its report on the SIUE Athletics
Department.
“ We are desperately seeking
input from students,” IATF Chair

Gary Giamartino said at the task
force’s last open forum meeting
Tuesday, Nov. 7. Student turnout
at previous meetings has been low.
SIUE Chancellor Vaughn
Vandegrift assembled the 15member task force in September
2005 and charged it to gather
information regarding three

çfiolLjj.wood

possibilities for the future o f
SIUE sports: move up to NCAA
Division I, stay at Division II and
strengthen the program or
develop a hybrid program with
one or two Division I teams
while strengthening the other
sports at Division II.
The
Facebook
group,

★Tan [

entitled “Discuss the future o f
Cougar Athletics,” had 191
members at time o f press.
Students can post comments
on the group’s message board,
ask IATF members questions and
voice their opinions on the issue.
There is also a link to the
IATF’s draft report on the page.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

618-650-BFIT

C a m p u s R e c r e a t io n

Two Mystic Tans

$22.00
Located next to D enny's in fro n t o f W al-M art
w w w .hollyw oodtanco.com

656-8266

G E T WILD!
Wed. w e 'v e got water, w e ’ve got T-shirts, w e've got c a s h . . . .
You figure it out!
Jack, Soco, & Coors Specials
Karaoke, & Dance Lessons

Thurs. Taping of
St. Louis Country TV Show
^Reduced Cover Charge With College I.D.*
$2.50 Hurricanes, $2.75 Tarantula Margaritas
Fri. $1 Longnecks, Pool Tournaments,

Don't forget to include Cougar X
Aerobics in your daily workout!!

*Thong-A-Thon: $100 Cash Prize
$3.50 Pitchers

p \\a ^ eS
c *rd ,

Country
18 and Up

346-6775
“ The Later it Gets, the Wilder it Gets! ”
www.wildcountrynightclub.com

Come over to
the SFC and
have some fun
playing
Foosball,XBox,
or head into
the SFC for
more fun!

B°dyS'Ct U l p t

$1.50 Corona

®

www.siue.edu/CREC

Look for a break schedule at the
SFC or on the web at Yoqa
www.siue.edu/crec!

Live Music

Sat. Dance Party

The IATF is scheduled to
submit its final report to
Vandegrift on Dec. 15.
The IATF’s final open forum
meeting will be held from 5 to 7
p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 28 in the
Conference Center on the second
floor o f the Morris University
Center.

/o

Bottom Line

Ab Body Tone
Hard Core

cV -

www.thealestle.com
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HOCKEY CLUB
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/ b u m

a /

ffc,
/ ir t & C ri
December 7th & 8th
MUC Main Floor
SIUE
Call: 650-2178 for info or application
- handcrafted items only -

Custom atPhoto
Calendars
MUC Print & Design - $18.00 ea

order before the holidays

Walker scored four goals;
senior center Matt Kaiser added a
goal and a trio o f assists; and
Jones notched two goals in the
10-5 score fest.
Walker tallied two goals and
two assists in the 8-5 victory.
SIUE’s play from last year
has transitioned flawlessly despite
losing seven players from last
year’s roster and adding 11 new
skaters.
“Teamwork, coming together
with 11 new guys, losing seven
from last year, it’s important to
improve upon those lines,”
Thatcher said.
SIUE suffered their first two
defeats o f the season at the hands
o f University
o f Central
Oklahoma, losing 3-5 and 4-6.
UCO wore out goaltender
Kicielinski, amassing 48 shots on
goal in game one and 68 shots on
goal in game two. Guarino
notched two goals and two assists

in the team’s 4-6 losing effort.
SIUE rebounded off the two
losses in a huge way against
McKendree College, winning
both games 13-2 and 10-2.
Dolan and Guarino notched
hat tricks and Walker had four
assists in game one while Salmon
tallied his second hat trick o f the
season in game two. Walker
leads the team in goals with 18
and assists with 24.
SIUE will hit the ice Friday
and Saturday when they take on
Missouri State University.
“We’re looking forward to
it,” Thatcher said. “ The first
period rankings came out Oct.
29, they’re [MSU] ranked fifth
and we’re ranked sixth. They’re
a solid team, so we’re looking
forward to playing a good quality
team, it will test our abilities.”
Nicholas Johnson can be reached at
alestlesports@gmail.com or 650-3524

MASCOT
from pg. 8
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I f YOU are pregnant...

YOU have certified
medical professionals

The Student Nurse Association of SIUE
invites you to pick an angel with the name of a
child in need this Christmas off of the Angel Tree located in AH2117
Buy the child a Christmas present (worth no more than $25)
and return it, with the name, to Karen Kelly's office, located in
AH2326 by November 2 8 2 0 0 6 .
Your gift will be sent to the child you selected from the tree
so that they can open it on Christmas morning!

We Have cool s-fuff for your rootvj or dor»)
H ope Clinic fo r W om en...
Fortunately for women who choose
to end (heir pregnancy, Hope Clinic
offers the support of trained
counselors and medical
professionals*
If your choice is to have an abortion,
come to Hope Clinic for the
highest level o f medical care.
Hope Clinic is here for you...
call us today.

¿i-

Clinic .
...fa r

women ud.

1602 2 ! st Street,
G ra n ite C ity, Illin o is
(6 1 8 ) 4 5 1 -5 7 2 2

Store Hours:
M-Sat.
11:00- 8:00pm

THA %

We carry cell phone
faceplates and
accesso ries, high
fashion sunglasses,
funny/offensive
t-shirts, posters,
tapestries, and more!

m
m
Sun. Closed
618*655*9443

1009 Century Drive, Edwardsville, IL Located in the same strip as
Sgt.Peppers
and Midwest Burrito Factory

NOW
O
PEN
W h ere N othing Is O ver $1 .00
•Jewelry
•Office Supplies
•Party Supplies
•Cosmetics

»Seasonal
«Home Decor
»Medicine
»Floral

»Grocery items
»Kitchen
« ■« L
,
« Much More!

On-Line Chat—

1st Tuesday o f Each Month
ly \ \ n . h o p e clin ic, c o m

Appetizers

Lunch & Dinner
Sushi • Noodle • Sake
Chicken • Steak • Seafood

SU SH I & JA P A N E S E G R ILL
Tel: 618.659.9400

w

ji»W c«<*

DINE-IN or CARRY OUT

Katy Hartw/g/Alestle

SIUE mascot Cory the Cougar

Matthew Bruce can be reached at
alestlesports@gmail.com or 650-3524

pumps iron Wednesday in the
Student Fitness Center.

LAS VEGAS
from pg. 9

category.
“Josh is only about 165
pounds. He is very good. To dead
lift the amount o f weight that he
does at his size is definitely world
class,” Bell said.
In April, Haislar will
organize the fourth annual Heart
o f America Bench Press and
Deadlift Championship. The
tournament
brought
80
competitors to the area last year,
and counts as a qualifying event.
It is the second biggest event for
the Cougars.
“It has grown every year.
This year we’re shooting for 100
or so. We have a lot o f people
from Chicago and from the
University o f Illinois come down
to compete. People enjoy it
because it is at a great venue. The
convention center in Collinsville
Classifieds

Fax: 618.659.9444

1 0 2 5 C entury D rive • Edwardsville
O ff Route 1 5 7 Behind Scott C redit Union

said. “Cougars need a lot o f sleep.
We’re cats.
“I’m probably upstairs in
Lovejoy (Library),” he added. “I
love it up there.”
After all is said and done, the
changes may just be an effort for
Cory to find a girlfriend.
“I’m searching the market
for female cougars out there,”
Cory said. “There’s not many,
surprisingly. It’s tough. Lonely
nights. That’s why I’m so
fanatical about basketball.”
Cory will be at SIU E’s next
home games as the women’s
basketball team plays at 1 p.m.
against Fontbonne University
and the men take on HarrisStowe State University at 3 p.m.
Saturday in the Vadalabene
Center.

S1
Events

c
Sports

Opinion

is really nice. It’s a good meet,
and the president o f the
organization comes out to help
us out and offer advice.”
The power-lifting club trains
year-round to be able to compete
in both the World Championships
and the H eart o f America
Championships. They train for
months at a time— and it all
comes down to three lifts.
“This is my last year doing
the tournament with SIUE. This
is it, you know? This is what we
train the whole year for. It all
leads up to this competition,”
Reyes said. “I don’t get nervous.
It’s a waste o f energy. We will just
go out there and do our best.”

Mallory Hensley can be reached at
alestlesports@gmail.com or 650-3524
Lifestyles

i
i
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THE Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Raises
6 “Fame” star
10 Not quite closed
14 Distribute
15 Grad
16 Actress Olin
17 Mild and pleasant
18 Togo’s capital
19 Perched upon
20 Start of Michael
Winner quote
23 Wimbledon game
24 Small combo
25 Flow out
28 Solidifies
30 Highland terrier
32 Harleys, e.g.
35 Bruce or Laura
37 Part 2 of quote
38 Actress Nazimova
40 Possessive
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Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3
box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
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THE Daily Crossword

s

3

20

2

14

33 422 B.C. Athenian
leader
34 Brakes a bit
36 Macadamia, e.g.
39 Tax mo.
41 RPM word
44 Lesotho currency
45 Profit makers
47 Historical novel
48 Dreaded flies
51 Grad’s acquisition
53 Threefold
56 Sty dwellers
58 Custom
59 Unclothed
60 Colorists
62 Makes a selection
63 Take note of
64 NBC classic
65 Grant’s foe

Answers from Tuesday

5 6
9
4
4
6 2

1 2

17

»
I

1

DOWN
1 Morocco’s capital
2 Make joyful
3 Poet Ginsberg
4 Caesar’s subjects
5 Flummoxed
6 Young cow
7 Up in the rigging
8 Grapevine fodder
9 USA part
10 J a i__
11 Fast-crowd member
12 Spanish year
13 Eminem’s genre
21 Italian noble name
22 Implement
26 Flora and fauna
27 Be suitable for
29 Full-house letters
31 Trifle
32 Canadian leaf

By M ichael M epham

8

8 7
5
1
2
7 8

Edited by W ayne R obert W illiam s

pronoun
42 Asian Sasquatch
43 Part 3 of quote
46 Lab procedure
49 Common rodent
50 Deceitful behavior
52 Extensive
54 USNA grad
55 Very in Vichy
57 Verbal noun
61 End of quote
64 Sty serving
66 HOMES part
67 Plumber’s tool
68 Small salamander
69 Philosopher
Descartes
70 Avid
71 Contact, for one
72 Germ
73 Iditarod vehicles

9

8

11
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Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3
box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
(c) 2 006 M ichael M epham . D istributed by Tribune M edia
Services. All rights reserved.
N ow on M obile! Key in 783658.com on your c e ll's W eb
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K ? Kerasotes
i M ovies w ith Magic

FREE REFILL O N

^7 &

Lead.
Inspire.
Change
the World.

POPCORN & SOFT DRINK!

V ISIT U S O N LIN E AT W W W .K E R A S O T E S .C O M
S h o w T im e s

for

N o v e m b e r 1 7 - 21

C o tto n w o o d
UPPER LEVEL M a u —

— E d w a r d s v il l e

1-800-FANDANGO 1559#

»1-50—ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM ■ » 2 - A L L EVENING SHOWS

FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS (R)
D a ily 6:30; F r i & S a t L a te S h o w 9:30;
S a t & S un M at in e e 2:00
THE PRESTIGE (PG-13) Daily 6:45;
F r i & S a t L a te S h o w 9:40; S a t & S u n M a t. 2:15
OPEN SEASON (PG) D a ily 7:00;
F ri & S at L a t e S h o w 9:20; S a t & S u n M a t . 2:30

PLACING A CLASSIFIED AD
F re q u e n c y R ates
(Five (5) words equal one line)

call 6 5 0 -3 5 2 8 or com e into the office.

A ll classified s and personals must be
paid in full prior to publication.
1 run: $1.00/line

(2 line minimum)
3 runs: $ .95/line

5 runs: $.90/1 ine
20 runs: $ .85/line
Personals: $.50

D ead lin es
Tuesday Publication: Noon Friday
Thursday Publication: Noon Tuesday

B A R G A IN T U E S D A Y S

SS All$e*rs~Ait Tims~-hiciot>£'i Popcorn
CASINO ROYALE (PG-13) D a ily 3:45 7:00;
F r i & S at L a t e S h o w 10:15;
S a t & S un M a t in e e 12:30
HAPPY FEET (PG) D a ily 4:00 6:40;
F r i & S a t L ute S h o w 9:30; S a t & S u n M a t . 1:00
BORAT (R) 4:50 7:30;

4:15 6:50;

Sitters wanted.

F r i & S a t L a te S h o w 9 :1 0 ;
S a t & S un M a t in e e 1:30
FLUSHED AWAY (PG) D a ily 4:30 7:10;
S a t & S un M at in e e
D a il y

F r i & S a t Late

I

— E d w a r d svill e

159 o n C e n t e r G r o v e
1-800-FANDANGO 1 5 6 0 #

W es t

of

Needed mature caregiver for
total homecare of elderly woman.
Hours: M onday's, Wednesday's
and Friday's, 7:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.;
Tuesday's and Thursday's, 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m .; Saturday's 8 a.m . to 2
p.m. W ill train on Hoyer Lift. Call
Linda 346-2640.

1:45

S at & S u n M a t .

S h o w P la c e 1 2
ju s t

R o u te

R d.

! Club at www.fivebuckclub.net

S6 00—

SHOW S B E F O R E 6 PM

______________________________ 1 1 /2 8 /0 6

Matinee Movie Magic fo r Moms (& Dads)
Tuescwvs - 1stm m e e of t x C H m m e

Church nursery worker needed.

Matinees Daily!

C hildren (birth-3 yrs.), every
Sunday, 8-noon.
C om petitive
pay. Assisted by volunteers. First
Presbyterian Church, 656-4550.

CASINO ROYALE (PG-13)
12:30 1:30 3:45 4:40 7:00 8:00 10:15
HAPPY FEET (PG)
1:10 1:50 4:00 4:30 6:40 7:10 9:45
LET'S GO TO PRISON (R) 1:40 4:10 6:50 -9:10
STRANGER THAN FICTION (PG-13)
1:20 4:45 7:30 10:05
BABEL (R) 2:00 5:10 8:40
A GOOD YEAR (PG-13) 9:30
the SANTA CLAUSE 3 (PG-13)
1:00 3:30 6:20 8:50
FLUSHED AWAY (PG)
1:45 4:15 6:30 9:00
BORAT (R) 2:20 4:50 7:20 9:20
SAW III (R) 2:10 5:00 7:40 10:20
the DEPARTED (R) 12:45 4:20 7:50

G

ift

Average $10

per hour, register free fo r jobs
near
campus
or
home,
www.student-sitters.com 4 /2 6 /0 7

F ri 8 S at La t e S h o w 9 :2 0 ;

2:00
4:40 7:20;
S h o w 10:00;

1 2 /7 /0 6

FOR SALE
Toyota (04) Corolla, 4 door,
autom atic,
m int
condition,
a m /fm /cd, low miles (16 K). Call
618-28 8 -2 8 9 4 . O nly 13,900.
1 2 /7 /0 6

Reliable car, 30

m pg, 1996
Toyota C orolla DX, 113 ,0 0 0
miles. Automatic, $2,995. 618531-8868.
U /2 8 /0 6

C er tific a tes
M o vie M o n e y a v a ila b le in $5
in cre m e n ts a t a n y b o x o ffice
o r w w w .k e ra s o te s .c o m .

FOR RENT

STATION*
W h ere it ’s all a b o u t good taste.®
U i/

10% discount for all SIUE Students,
Faculty, and Alumni Assn (with ID)

6 1 8 632-PENN
2085 W est Highway 50 (O ’Fallon Plaza) • Fairview Heights

Affordable Auto Insurance
* S R -22

* Monthly installments
* Local Agent

c

insertio n of adve rtis em e n t.

No allo w an ce of

Placing A d s
To place a classified ad, com e to the Office of
Student Publications, located in the UC, Rm. 2 02 2,

Melorcyci* and re « !« '* i*tumet «raiMUc. toe.

Call One Of Our Agents Today!

(.'asserts Insurance Agency
•400 St. 1/itiis Street * Edwardsville

656-6074

rent-a-car
TiHkTívPfil

Enterprise offers special SIUE Student discounts
Must be 18 or over with valid SIUE ID and
full coverage auto insurance.

Hablo

espanol.
2BR apt
immediately near SIU-E.
Call
Alejandro after 10:30 p.m. 2880668 or 795-94 78.
1 1 /3 0 /0 6
Close

A le stle O ffice H o u rs:
Monday thru Friday: 8am - 4:30pm

650-3528

to move in $700 month plus $700
deposit. Call 618-830-7245.

HELP WANTED

F r i & S a t L a t e S h o w 9 :4 5 ;
S a t & S un M a t in e e

SAW III (R)

no allow ance m ade fo r errors a fte r the first

and fill out a classifieds form .

Î4 - 5 0 —A L I SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM & STUDENTS ANYTIME

D a il y

Positively

correction will be m ade w ithout a receipt.

i n e m a -E ast A l t o n
C e n t e r — 1-800-FANDANGO 1558#

2:15
THE SANTA CLAUSE 3 (G)

If you

cannot find your ad o r discover an e rro r in your ad,

EA STG A TE C
E a stg a te

A d ju stm e n ts
Read your ad on the first day it appears.

to
campus.
2
bedroom /1 bath frid g e , stove,
washer and dyer included. Full dry
basement, large yard with patio,
landlord takes care of yard. Ready

1 1 /2 8 /0 6

2br townhouse, 1.5BA, I255/Horseshoe Lake Rd. area, 15
m in. to SIUE and St. Louis.
Washer/dryer, water, sewer, trash
included. No pets, non-smokers,
$575m o 6 1 8 -3 4 4 -2 1 25 . 3 /0 1 /0 7
Are
you
sick
of
your
roommate? Come see your offcampus
housing
specialist.
Awesome 2 and 3 bedroom
townhouse. Close to campus,
kitchen appliances, free cable T.V.
6 1 8 - 6 9 2 - 9 3 1 0 .
www.rentchp.com.
1 2 /0 5 /0 6

2B r/lB A

apt, fu lly equipped
kitchen, w /d and cable hookup
$570. 127 East Union St. 618656-1624.
1 2 /0 7 /0 6

ROOMMATES WANTED
Roommate needed.
Nonsmoker male or female. Rent
plus utilities $32 5 .0 0 per month.
Located one mile from campus.
792-6964.
1 1 /2 8 /0 6

Roommate wanted!
3 miles
fro m
campus.
About
$ 3 5 0 /m o n th m ale or fem ale.
Call Stephen (618) 401-7372.
1 1 /3 0 /0 6

MISCELLANEOUS

4BR, 3BA, four levels of living
space in Middlegate Subdivision.
C ompletely restored, everything
new, .608 acre, w ooded lot;
3,200 sq. feet, fireplace, game
room
and lots o f storage.
$2 ,000/m onth.
Call 618-7812258.
1 /0 9 /0 7

3

bedroom

apartment.

Appliances, upstairs o f older
home,
private
entrance.
Basement fo r storage, quiet and
safe. $ 630/m on, security deposit
required, 406 -2 8 66.
11 / 2 8 /0 6

2 bedroom house, 101 E. Date
Street, Hartford. Just 15 minutes
from campus. Newly remodeled,
one bath, unfinished basement,
central a/c, appliances and w /d
available, carport. $ 5 0 0 /m o . +
same deposit. 6 1 8 -3 0 4 -75 7 1 .

Traveling during your Christmas
break? Looking ahead to your
spring break? Call Barb at 6186 5 6 -1 4 3 6
or
go
to
w w w .b o o kitw ith b a rb tra ve ls.co m
for more inform ation.
1 2 /0 7 /0 6

Used books at bargain prices.
Good Buy Bookshop, Lovejoy
Library, room 0012, Wednesdays
and Thursdays, 11 a.m . to 2 p.m.
Sponsored by Friends of Lovejoy
Library.
1 2 /7 /0 6

Braids discount for children.
Single frenchbraids.
6 1 8 -6 5 0 -4 8 1 2
or
2548.

1 2 /0 7 /0 6

1 1 /1 6 /0 2

PERSONALS

1 1 /3 0 /0 6

2BR/1BA home, garage, w /d and
cable hookup $900/m onth. No
pets. Union St. 618-6 5 6 -1 6 2 4 .

Call Nena
7 7 3 -4 9 4 -

Congratulations

to

Janelle

Dobson and Emily M ott on being
this week's Alpha Phi sisters o f the
week!
1 1 /1 6 /0 6
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WANTED
^ ■ P h o to g rap h ers!
Applicants
that have taken
at least onephotography class,
or an equivalency,
and know the basic fundamentals of
photography are preferred.
Applicants must also be an SIUE student
with at least 6 credit hours.
For m ore in fo rm a tio n , reply to

alestlephoto@gmail.com
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